Product Knowledge Training
Video Quiz 8

“How to Convert a B12S20 Sausage Gun for Bulk or 10oz. Cartridge”

(http://albioneng.com/product-resources-videos)
1.) What is the purpose of the video? (2pts.)
   Answer: _______________________________________________________________

2.) List one feature that makes the B12S20 sausage gun so versatile? (2pts.)
   Answer: _______________________________________________________________

3.) True or False: Right out of the box, the B12S20 will dispense 20oz. sausage packs. (1pt.)

4.) True or False: The sausage piston sits loosely in the barrel. (1pt.)

5.) True or False: The sausage piston will collect the sausage wrapper without binding or wrapping. (1pt.)

6.) What is the Albion part number for the yellow bulk piston? (1pt.)
   Answer: __________________

7.) True or False: The Albion B12S20 gun comes with an extra piston. (1pt.)

8.) True or false: When converting the B12S20 for bulk use, remove the sausage piston; including the backing washer and substitute the 873-35 bulk piston. (1pt.)

9.) True or False: The bulk piston will maintain suction for both loading and dispensing the gun from a pail of bulk caulk. (1pt.)

10.)True or False: You may use the sausage piston when dispensing 10oz. cartridges with the B12S20 gun. (2pts.)

11.)True or False: When converting to a 10oz. cartridge, does the backing nut need to be moved to the end of the rod? (2pts.)

   Bonus Question: The B12S20 kit includes all parts needed to convert to Bulk and 10oz. Cartridge dispensing. (5pts.)

Score: __________/20